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1.1 StudY Objectives

The design and planning of projects in water resource

management have long been rccognieecl as ;rn importanb task in human

society. This is supported t-Y the fact that nan have been

mitigating floods and droughts for thousands of years.

The prediction of characterisli"cs of future water supply and

plannlng is often unreliable due Lo the cornplex interactions of

natural and anthropologlcal elements. In order to simplify the

above interacLions, mathematical modelling of chronologically

recorded series, which are believed to have definite structural

patterns, is playing a considerably irnportant role in these

projects "

Most hydrologic time series are subjected to two main

factors, random and non-random. Non-random factors appear as

seasonality-periodic fluctuations that recur within the same

ranges each year. These seasonal movemenLs normally dominate the

behavior of the observations and trrerefore hinder us in

interpreting and reacting to the important non-seasonal movements

in the series.

LJhen making decisions in the planning and operation of a

water resource system, it is essential that the available series

should provide as much hydrologic inf orrnat ion as posS-rble '

According fo Yevjevich (1972), the extraction of seasonality and

underl"ying trend frorn the original data witl not affect the basic

structure of the series and ruin the information contained in the



data. l'herelf'ore seasonal movemenLs as well as trend conponents

are porma} ly removed f rom the r:r'igin;rl seri es s1; that the

resulting series, the stochastic component, will have a simpler

pattern to st.udY.

Our first objective in this sludy is to estimate and remove

ttre seasonal and trend components of hydrol.ogic tirne series with

the hope that the residual or the stochastic component will. turn

out to be a stat.ionary random process'

In Chapter Two, we shall discuss the common seasonal

adjusfment techniques employed in the study of hydrologic data.

The classical method for removing seasonal effects from nonthly

hydrologic data is to standardize the data, i.€., to deduct the

corresponding monLhly mean from the original observations of each

calendar month and then divide them by the monthly standard

deviation. Another commonly used rnethod is harmonic analysis,

where the total variance of each of the periodic parameters of the

series i.s divided among six harmonics. Signif icant harmonics are

then used to approximate the periodic pararneters. NormalIy, lhe

periodic parameters are the monthly means and standard deviations

of the data.

In the Iast few decades, several relatively sophisticated

seasonal adjustment methods have been developed and used in

economic and business studies. Some of the more established

methods use the Census X-11 procedure, the X-|I-ARINA procedure,

the .4RrMl-model-based approach, the state-space model etc' -some

of these techniques are surveyed in the second chapter and the

applicability of these techniques in hydrologic study is

dlscussed.
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Seasonally adjusteci riv*r f'lows are often found to have high

skewness and long-t.erm COrrelal. inrr st.ructures ' Over the years 
'

the standard procedure for removing skewness fr"om Lhese series is

by performing instanlaneous transformations. Gaussian models are

then used to describe the s;LaLi.:st.ital trehavior of the transformed

series.

Unfortunately, &$ comlnented by Sim (1987b), these

Gaussian*type models are inadequate for monthly flows which are

highly skewed. He poi.nted out that in order to transform the

original process {Xt} into a Gaussian process, there must exist an

instantaneous transformation f(. i such that Yt = f{Xr), and the

f inite dimensional distributions of Yt'= are multivariate rrol'm?I.

However in practice, it is unlikely that every subset of the'{r'=

is multivariate normal. In addition, lJeiss (1975) has proved that

(a) a process which is not time-reversible cannot be a Gaussian

process and

(b) a transformed process is time*reversibrle if and only if

its original series is time-reversible.

As a consequence, a process which is time-irreversihle can nowhere

be transforrned to a Gaussian process.

In view of the above-mentioned difficulties in fitting

Gaussian models to highly skewed series and the increasing

inLerest for non-Gaussian models, particularly the Gamma models,

in a variety of fields such as hydrology and meteorology

(Lewis, €t. o1. , 1986) , the study of non-Gaussian modelling" i's- now

of great importance.



Our second objective in this study is to conslruct

probabilistic model.s for the stochastic component of hrydrologic

time series, to analyze its properties and subsequently use it in

conjunction wi.th tire trend and seasotral components for purposes

such as simulation of hydrologic data and prediction.

In Chapter Three, w€ shalI review some wel.l established

Gaussian autoregressive*moving average processes. A new

Gamma*Iike first*order mixed autoregressive*moving average

dRffA(1,1) process is suggested as an alternative to the mixed

Gamma f trst-order autoregressive-rnoving average iYGdRff,4(1, 1)

process of Sim {1987a). A detailed discussion of the process is

given i.n Section 3.4.?. We shall f it this model to the stoctrastic

component of the monthly flows of Perak river, and we shall

compare the performance of this model with that of the

I'IGARITA(\, 1) model.

For effective planning, development, consLi'uction and

operation of a water resource system, it is crucial to obtai.n an

optimum solution of all the variables that are involved in the

project. l{owever, neither the classical empirical methods that

have been used extensively in hydrology and water resource

projects nor the analytical methods solve the problems with

sufficient accuracy. Moreover, the recorded hrydro-meteorological

data are too short to be used for long-term planni-ng.

Consequently, generating new samples ol time series may be a more

realistic and more accurate method to overcome the lintltations

just stated.



The f irst pr-erequisite l-or r"eproclucing properties of observed

time series in the simulalecl sanrples i.s the proper generat1on of

samples of the stationary stochastic component. In chapter Four,

we stral l 61enet'at"e a synthet.ic series f roni the proposed Gamma

dRffd(1, 1) moder of section J. q.?- and investigate uhether the

statlstical properties, i.€., the mean, varlance, skewness and

serial coefficients of the generaLecl data resemble those of the

raw data. From our i.nvestigations, H€ find that statistical
properties of .the generated series closely resemble those of the

original dat.a.

L.2 Study Aids

In this study, the software package ,'srATGRApHIcs,' is used

to model our observed river flows to Gaussian ARIILA mociels. In

chapter Three, the software package ,,MATI1EMATICA,,, i.mplemented in
the Apple Maciirtosh IICX, is used to craw three dimensional graphs

of' bivarierte di st.r"i but ion..;, cendi L ional expe ctdt ions and variances

of the non*Gaussian processes discussecr in this study. The Hp

7475 plotter is used to plot graphs generated by ,'SrATGRAI,HICS,,.



1.3 The Perak River and Data Collection

The hydrologic data used in this study are the monthly stream

flows of Perak river 1n Malaysla. The catchment area of Perak

rlver ls 7769 k*2 and most of the areas are covered by virgin

Jung!-es. Three-f lf ths of t.he sol l of the catchrnent is derlved

fron granlte. The maxlmum length and breadth of the catchrnent are

145 kn and 90 km respectlvely. About 85"tt of the catchment is

steep rnountalnous country rlsing to helghts of ?ooo f,eet, while

the remalnder lles along the flood plains of the river and its
tributarles.

This historlcal series conslsts of ?a54 monthly observatlons

(January 1948 to December 1969). The di.scharge measurements uere

taken between 32.45 m to 37.31 m above mean sea level and were

measured in cubic feet per second per square rnile. These data are

taken from the stream flows records publlshed by the Drainage and

Irrigation Division, Mlnistry of Agriculture and Fisheries of

Malaysla. The rnonthly"data of perak rj.ver are given in Table 1.1.
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Table I-L tulonthly Nean Discharge (Cubic Feet Per Second Per

sqtlare Hile) Of The Perak Rjver

Year Jan. Feb. Har. Apr. Hay. Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1948 6.40 3.56 2.4s 2.95 4.26 2.25 2.29 2.42 z.AL 3.06 3.14 1.76

1949 1.26 1.81 1.?2 1.83 2.75 1.88 2.13 1.98 3.31 5.30 4.53 6,82

1950 4.55 4.13 Z.A9 3.37 4.04 2.50 1.23 1.90 2.32 2.12 3.06 2.t8

19s1 6.03 3.25 1.93 1.98 2.O8 1.69 t.92 7.tt 3.40 4.19 8.O0 6.14

1952 5.24 2.97 4.10 4.02 3.91 z,LL 1.8? 1.25 1.54 ?.72 4.68 3.10

1953 ?"19 1.7? 1.33 ?..30 2.45 ?.62 2.26 1..?.4 2.69 5.02 5.06 3.39

1954 5.05 1.78 1.33 1.65 1.97 1.58 1.69 1.66 1.24 4.86 3.12 5.15

1955 3.96 3.06 2.OA 2.22 3.2L 1.90 L.77 2"29 2.63 4.37 5"53 4.11,

1956 3.40 2.65 3.62 2.83 2.79 3.76 2.27 z.LA ?.ta s.83 6.97 4.72

1957 3.62 Z.?A 2.t4 2.89 3.96 2.93 Z.O9 L.81 Z.L6 3.06 5.06 6.40

1958 3.76 3.2t r.96 L.78 2.84 1.84 1.56 1.67 r.62 2.95 3.83 2.22

1959 1.61 1.46 1.48 1.58 2.46 2.L5 2.O5 2.L6 2.37 3.38 4.84 4.06

1950 2.92 t.79 1.68 t.94 t.gt L.Oz 1.43 0.73 1.O0 i.10 ?.4a 2.64

1961" 2.98 1.34 r.22 1.69 L.74 1.09 L.ZO 1.03 1.46 1.96 2.42 1.94

L962 2.14 0.98 1.25 L.23 2.24 1.16 t.t8 1.36 t.46 2.73 2.24 2.90

1953 r.94 O.92 1.05 1.01 1.08 1.32 1.15 1.27 1.08 3.41 4.46 3.07

t964 1.15 1.07 1.04 t.04 1.54 1.36 2.81 1.76 2.66 2.O4 3.87 2.24

1965 7.17 1.12 1.09 1.42 2.19 0.98 i.31 L.77 2.53 s.98 6.s9 7.37

1965 4.84 2.68 2.33 Z.Z9 2.93 2.57 1.74 2.20 2.62 8.74 7.46 7.74

1967 t?.z 5.09 4^27 3.36 4.57 2.53 2.O7 1.76 2.O3 3.19 7.08 5.71

1958 2..72 1.19 0.96 L.ZO 1.68 1.83 1.54 t.t6 1.15 2.37 1.55 1.95

t969 2.33 1.O7 0.98 1.09 2.55 1.82 t.21 Z.OL 1.40 4.55 4:V4-6.95


